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Phonons in ˆ110‰ surfaces of III-V compound semiconductors

Hermann Nienhaus*
Laboratorium für Festkörperphysik, Gerhard-Mercator-Universita¨t Duisburg, D-47048 Duisburg, Germany

~Received 31 March 1997!

High-resolution electron energy-loss spectroscopy was applied to determine phonon dispersions of cleaved
AlSb~110!, GaP~110!, GaSb~110!, and InAs~110! surfaces. Besides the acoustic surface waves and the optical
Fuchs-Kliewer modes additional flat phonon bands were detected in all materials. The experimental results
agree very well with recentab initio calculations of surface phonon dispersion curves. For GaP~110!, several
phonon modes are observed within the fundamental gap between acoustic and optical bulk phonon bands. In
AlSb~110! a gap mode is detected very close to the bulk optical band edge whereas the GaSb gap is free of
surface-localized states. The measurements confirm theoretical predictions that significant gap modes exist at
these surfaces if the anion mass is smaller than the cation mass. For the acoustic and the Fuchs-Kliewer modes
chemical trends are demonstrated. The differences of the excitation energies in the materials considered depend
only on the anion and cation masses as well as the nearest-neighbor distances.@S0163-1829~97!08643-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental and theoretical investigations of surfa
phonon dispersions have witnessed rapid progress during
last decade. Profound studies on surface dynamics have
come possible by the development of high-resolution ene
loss spectrometers for electron and He atom scattering an
first-principles calculations.1–3 To measure dispersion curve
along the main symmetry directions of the surface Brillou
zone~s-BZ! the background signal, by virtue of diffuse sca
tering, must be effectively reduced. Hence, well-ordered
flat surfaces of excellent quality are required. There are o
a few experimental investigations for III-V compound sem
conductors. Studies on cleaved GaAs~110!, InP~110!, and
InSb~110! surfaces4–8 have been reported so far.

In particular, GaAs was the first III-V compound sem
conductor for which surface phonon dispersions were m
sured by use of He atom scattering~HAS! ~Refs. 4 and 5!
and high-resolution electron energy-loss spectrosc
~HREELS!.6 A variety of theoretical models have been a
plied to the GaAs~110! surface as well. They were based o
nearest-neighbor force constants,9 tight-binding
methods,10–13 bond charge concepts,14–17 and, recently,ab
initio theories.18–21 Especially the results using the densit
functional perturbative scheme by Fritsch, Pavone,
Schröder18 described the experimental data very we
Shortly after that, a HREELS study of InP~110! phonons7

revealed surface-localized modes within the gap between
tical and acoustic bulk phonon bands. Such gap modes w
predicted by Das and Allen in a simple theoretical approac9

Subsequentab initio and bond charge calculations22,23agreed
excellently with the experimental results. They clarified t
character of InP~110! gap modes. The calculated displac
ment patterns indicate that the top P atoms are moving w
large amplitudes whereas the ln atoms are almost at res22

These findings motivated further calculations on the
tice dynamics of other III-V~110! surfaces, in particular
AlAs, GaSb, GaP, and InAs.17,20,24It was concluded that gap
modes as observed in InP~110! exist if the surfaces exhibit a
relaxation and if the anion mass is smaller than the ca
560163-1829/97/56~20!/13194~8!/$10.00
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mass. In the opposite case of larger anion masses, the g
expected to be free of surface states, as predicted
GaSb~110!, or gap modes may appear very close to the
tical bulk band edge.

The present HREELS study will show phonon dispers
data for~110! surfaces of AlSb, GaSb, GaP, and InAs sing
crystals. These materials exhibit fundamental gaps betw
acoustic and optical bulk phonons. Thus, they are candid
to investigate the existence of gap modes and to check
theoretical predictions. Furthermore, chemical and m
trends for the surface optical Fuchs-Kliewer~FK! phonons25

at the s-BZ centerḠ and for the surface acoustic waves w
be deduced from the data. They have been proposed ea
from theoretical as well as experimental considerations.2,17,20

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed at a base pressur
lower than 1028 Pa. ~110!-oriented surfaces of III-V com-
pound semiconductors were prepared by cleaving bars
single crystals in a double-wedge technique. As pointed
elsewhere, broadening of the loss peaks in the HREEL sp
tra is effectively avoided by using semi-insulatin
material.2,6,7 For the semiconductors considered in t
present study, semi-insulating crystals were not availa
The GaP and InAs samples were dopedn type with a free-
electron density of 631017 cm23 and 531016 cm23, respec-
tively. The p-type GaSb crystals exhibited free carrier co
centrations of 531017 cm23. AlSb crystals are not
commercially available. They were kindly provided by th
Max-Planck-Institut of Solid State Research in Stuttga
This material was nominally undoped. However, the lin
widths in the HREEL spectra exceed the instrumental re
lution by far. This indicates a density of free charge carri
much higher than known from semi-insulating semicond
tors. It may be due to bulk defect states in AlSb. Furth
more, AlSb~110! surfaces exhibit a high affinity to oxygen i
contrast to other III-V~110! surfaces. After cleavage, mea
surements had to be accomplished within a few hours e
under the best ultrahigh vacuum conditions.
13 194 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 13 195PHONONS IN$110% SURFACES OF III-V COMPOUND . . .
The experiments were carried out with a HREEL sp
trometer comprising a double cylindrical deflector mon
chromator and analyzer.26 The instrumental energy resolu
tion was adjusted to typically 3 meV (24 cm21). The
primary energyEp of the incident electrons varied between
and 100 eV. The angle of incidenceq i ranged between 45
and 60° relative to the surface normal. The detection an
qs was kept constant at 60°. Hence, the absolute value o
parallel or surface wave vector transferqi may be deduced
from

qi5uk i i2ksiu5kiUsin q i2A12
\v

Ep
sin qsU, ~1!

wherek i i andksi denote the parallel components of the wa
vectors of the incoming and scattered electrons, respectiv
The quantity\v represents the energy of the surface phon
or, generally, the surface excitation. The direction of the s
face wave vector relative to the crystal orientation was
termined by low-energy electron diffraction. In specular sc
tering geometry, whenq i5qs , the parallel wave-vecto
transfer almost vanishes since the primary energy is by
ders of magnitude larger than the phonon energies.

With electron scattering at ordered surfaces, energy
parallel wave vector are conserved.27 Therefore, surface-
phonon dispersions\v(qi) may be measured by recordin
HREEL spectra in off-specular geometry.

III. RESULTS

A. Surface geometry

The rectangular two-dimensional unit cell of~110! sur-
faces of zinc-blende-structure III-V compound semicond
tors is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The surfaces exhibit a relaxation
i.e., the atoms in the top layers have different equilibriu
positions compared to a truncated crystal.28 Anion-cation
zigzag chains in@1̄10# direction are tilted by a bondlength

FIG. 1. Structure of relaxed III-V~110! surfaces: ~a! surface
unit mesh;a0 is the lattice constant;~b! quarter of the s-BZ;~c! side
view along the cation-anion chains in the@1̄10# direction.
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conserving rotation where the anions are pointing outwa
This is demonstrated in the cut view along the chains in F
1~c!. Consequently, the dangling bonds of anions and cati
are doubly occupied and empty, respectively. The tilt an
v1 and the normal displacementd1' of the topmost atoms
depend on the lattice constanta0 and the interatomic electro
static energy. By use of low-energy electron diffractionv1
and d1' were determined~references in Ref. 28!. One ob-
tained 27.5° and 63 pm for GaP~110!, 30° and 77 pm for
GaSb~110!, 31° and 78–88 pm in the case of InAs~110!. The
relaxation parameters of AlSb~110! have not been measured
yet. However, they were recently calculated.3 The authors
reported values of 33.5° and 82.7 pm.

B. HREEL spectra

A quarter of the respective s-BZ with the notations of t
main symmetry points is given in Fig. 1~b!. HREEL spec-
tra were recorded from GaSb~110! and AlSb~110! with qi in
theGX direction, i.e., along the zigzag chains. For GaP~110!
and InAs~110!, spectra were taken inGX8 direction, i.e., per-
pendicular to the anion-cation chains. At all surfaces, ma
HREELS measurements were carried out at various prim
energies. In the following a few spectra will be presented
examples.

At Ḡ, i.e., in specular scattering geometry, whereq i
'qs andqi'0, inelastic electron surface scattering is go
erned by interaction via longrange electric dipole fields.1,29

In this so-called dipole scattering regime, cross sections m
be well predicted by the use of dielectric theory. The cou
rates are large and the most prominent loss structures are
to excitations of macroscopic FK surface phonons and—
the case of highly doped semiconductors—of surface p
mons of free charge carriers. This is demonstrated in the
spectra of Figs. 2–5. They display dipole spectra recor
from ~110! surfaces of AlSb, GaP, GaSb, and InAs. An
Stokes and Stokes lines are observed on the energy-gain
-loss side, respectively. The primary energyEp varies be-
tween 5 and 100 eV. FK phonon energies are found at 4
meV for AlSb, 49.6 meV for GaP, 28.5 meV for GaSb a
29.5 meV for InAs. The GaP and InAs data agree well w
values reported by others.30–32 The excitation energy of FK
phonons in GaSb deviates from a value presented in an e
HREELS study.33 The authors measured an energy of
meV. However, they already mentioned that their value w
too large to be explained in the framework of dielect
theory. The discussion will show that the smaller value
the FK phonon energy in GaSb~110! fits the chemical trend
much better.

Loss structures due to excitation of surface plasmons
free charge carriers are only resolved in the dipole spectr
GaSb and InAs. In the top spectrum of Fig. 4, the peak
elastically scattered electrons from GaSb~110! exhibits an
asymmetric profile. Shoulders appear at 10.4 meV on
energy-loss and -gain side. In case of InAs~110!, the plasmon
losses at 11.0 meV are well detected as separate structur
shown in Fig. 5. WithEp5100 eV, they are even stronge
than the FK features.

Outside the s-BZ centerḠ, measurements were performe
with q iÞqs . In this impact scattering regime the interactio
may be explained by multiple electron-atom scatter
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13 196 56HERMANN NIENHAUS
events in the surface layer.1,29 The count rate is much lowe
and the dominant loss peaks are attributed to acoustic su
phonons. This is demonstrated in the middle and bott
spectra of Figs. 2–5. They show typical off-specular HRE
spectra at different points in the s-BZ. The solid lin
through the data were calculated by a fast Fourier transf
algorithm. The strongest loss lines are attributed to acou
surface phonon modesA. For small surface wave vector
their excitation energies become larger with increasingqi .
This is well observed in the spectra of AlSb~110!, GaP~110!,
and GaSb~110! in Figs. 2–4. At the s-BZ boundariesX̄ and
X8, respectively, one obtains acoustic phonon energies o
meV for AlSb, 8.9 meV for GaP, and 6.7 meV for GaSb. F
InAs~110! surfaces, both impact spectra in Fig. 5 give aco
tic phonon energies of 5.5 meV at the high-symmetry po
X8 as well as for a wave vector reaching into the seco
s-BZ.

Besides the acoustic modes, additional loss features
observed in the impact spectra of all four investigated se
conductors. For AlSb~110!, Fig. 2 reveals structures at 17.
34.7, and 40.1 meV forqi50.5GX. At the s-BZ boundary a
weak loss is found at 39.9 meV. In the HREEL spectrum
GaP~110! in the middle of Fig. 3, shoulders around the pe
of elastically scattered electrons are attributed to an ene
loss at about 12 meV. Additionally, a double structure w
peak energies of 37.1 and 44.0 meV is observed on
energy-loss side of the spectrum. With larger surface w
vector, i.e., atX8, a broad peak at 38.1 meV is found. It do
not exhibit a double structure any longer. With GaSb~110!
and InAs~110! surfaces, electrons may excite an acous

FIG. 2. HREEL spectra recorded from AlSb~110! at different
points in the s-BZ along theGX direction; the top spectrum wa
measured in the dipole scattering regime.
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phonon and a surface plasmon of free charge carriers su
quently. This leads to combination loss structures in
HREEL spectra. A detailed analysis of the impact spec
from GaSb~110! shown in Fig. 4 reveals weak features
14.9 meV for qi50.4GX and at 16.1 meV for the s-BZ
boundary. They cannot be explained uniquely. They may
due to either combination losses or microscopic surface p
non modes. For InAs~110!, subsequent excitations ofA
phonons and plasmons are more clearly observed.
HREEL spectrum in the middle of Fig. 5 was recorded atX8.
It shows a structure comprising two peaks at about 17.3
21.7 meV. The low-energy component is definitely attribut
to a combination excitation. The second one is due to a
croscopic surface phonon. Likewise, the 20-meV loss at
bottom of Fig. 5 may be explained by a single excitation o
phonon mode. Here, the wave vector amounts to 1.4GX8
and, hence, reaches into the second s-BZ. This may be a
to detect phonons that are otherwise superimposed by c
bination losses.

C. Dispersion diagrams

The four compound semiconductors considered in t
study exhibit fundamental energy gaps between acoustic
optical bulk phonon bands. Therefore, one may find t
surface-localized phonon modes that cannot couple re
nantly to bulk states. Such surface phonons have excita
energies within this band gap. To examine the existence
gap modesG, dispersion diagrams are sketched in Figs. 6
for AlSb~110!, GaP~110!, GaSb~110!, and InAs~110!, re-

FIG. 3. HREEL spectra recorded from GaP~110! at different
points in the s-BZ along theGX8 direction; the top shows a dipole
spectrum.
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56 13 197PHONONS IN$110% SURFACES OF III-V COMPOUND . . .
spectively. The surface phonon energies extracted from
HREEL spectra are plotted as a function of the surface w
vector qi . The open circles are deduced from weak str
tures. Their loss energies were obtained after taking the
derivative of the data. The shaded areas and solid line
Figs. 6–9 are calculated bulk phonon bands projected o
the s-BZ and theoretical dispersion curves, respectively.
AlSb~110!, GaP~110!, and InAs~110!, the theoretical results
were obtained from first-principles calculations using t
density-functional approach.3,24,34For GaSb~110!, a general-
ized mass approximation using force constants of GaAs~110!
was applied.3 This method gives reliable results as was ve
fied at the main symmetry points in the s-BZ.

For AlSb~110! surfaces, the HREEL results in Fig. 6 giv
one acoustic branchA and four almost flat surface modes
about 8.5, 17.5, 35, and 40 meV. Due to a high diffuse s
tering background no microscopic phonon modes were
served for wave vectors smaller than 23109 m21. Two
modes are found very close to the edges of the bulk pho
gap. To decide which one is a gap mode the experime
values of the longitudinal-acoustic~LA ! and the transverse
optical ~TO! phonon energies at the high-symmetry pointX
are included in Fig. 6. These frequencies are equivalen
the edges of the band gap. With inelastic neutron scatte
at 15 K Strauch, Dorner, and Karch obtained 19.2 meV
the LA and 36.7 meV for the TO phonon.35 The theoretical
values of the band-gap edges are about 1 meV too sm
Hence, only the mode found close to the AlSb optical ba

FIG. 4. HREEL spectra recorded from GaSb~110! at different
points in the s-BZ along theGX direction; the elastic peak in the to
dipole spectrum is asymmetrically broadened due to surface p
mons of free charge carriers.
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FIG. 5. HREEL spectra recorded from InAs~110! at different
points in the first and second s-BZ along theGX8 direction; the
features at 11 meV in the dipole spectrum are due to surface p
mons of free charge carriers.

FIG. 6. Dispersion diagram for AlSb~110! surface phonons
alongGX; shaded areas represent the projected bulk phonon b
taken from Ref. 34. The experimental TO and LA phonon energ
are indicated on the left axis. Labels FK,A, and G give Fuchs-
Kliewer, surface acoustic, and gap modes, respectively.
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13 198 56HERMANN NIENHAUS
minimum is identified as a gap phonon. Its energetic posit
is different compared to gap modes in InP~110! that are de-
tected in midgap position.7

Theoretical and experimental results for GaP~110! sur-
faces shown in Fig. 7 agree quite well. The experiments g
gap phonon modes in the energy range between 36 and
meV, i.e., in the upper half of the bulk phonon gap. T
respective loss structures are broad and may be somet
decomposed into several subpeaks. These findings ind
that more than one gap mode is excited by electron sca
ing, which is consistent with theory. It predicts thre
branches in this energy range. Also in the low-energy reg
of the GaP~110! surface phonon spectrum, the measured d
are close to calculated dispersion curves. Even the stom
gap mode at about 17.5 meV is reproduced by two d
points. This mode was not found in the studies of GaAs~110!
and InP~110! surface phonons. Three acoustic bands alo
GX8 resulted from theory. The intermediate mode is e
pected to have a shear-horizontal polarization as it was
ported for InP and GaAs.6,18,22Hence, it cannot be excited b
inelastic surface scattering. The upper and lower acou
branches are not resolved with HREELS due to the la
linewidths in the spectra.

The GaSb~110! dispersion diagram is displayed in Fig.
Remarkably, neither theory nor the experiments find surfa
localized modes in the fundamental bulk phonon gap. R
sons for that will be discussed in the following chapter.
mentioned above, the loss structures between 15 and 20
cannot be interpreted uniquely since they may also be du
combination losses. For the acoustic modes, the experime

FIG. 7. Dispersion diagram for GaP~110! surface phonons along
GX8; shaded areas and solid lines represent calculated proje
bulk phonon bands and surface phonon modes taken from Ref
Labels FK,A, andG indicate Fuchs-Kliewer, surface acoustic, a
gap modes, respectively.
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results are excellently described by theory. However, the
predicted branches cannot be separated in the measurem

In the InAs~110! dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 9 en
ergy losses in the gap region are only found outside the
s-BZ. Theory expects surface-localized vibrations in t
band gap.24 Inside the first s-BZ, the acoustic modeA and
the FK phonon atḠ are detected. The squares in Fig. 9 re
resent loss peaks by virtue of a combination of surface p
mons and acoustic phonons or—atḠ—of single plasmon ex-
citation. As shown above, they dominate the HREEL spec
in this energy range so that microscopic surface phonons
not observed.

The essential values of theA, G, and FK surface phonon
modes presented so far are listed in Table I. Experime

ted
4.

FIG. 8. Dispersion diagram for GaSb~110! surface phonons
along GX; shaded areas and solid lines represent calculated
jected bulk phonon bands and surface phonon modes taken
Ref. 3. Labels FK andA indicate Fuchs-Kliewer and surface acou
tic modes, respectively.

FIG. 9. Dispersion diagram for InAs~110! surface phonons
alongGX8 in the first and second s-BZ; shaded areas and solid l
represent calculated projected bulk phonon bands and surface
non modes taken from Ref. 24. Labels FK,A, and G indicate
Fuchs-Kliewer, surface acoustic, and gap modes, respectively.
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TABLE I. Excitation energies of acoustic surface (A), gap (G), and Fuchs-Kliewer~FK! phonons of
III-V ~110! surfaces. The values are given in meV.

Mode AlSb GaAs
~Refs. 4–6!

GaP GaSb InAs InP
~Ref. 7!

InSb
~Refs. 8, 38!

A at X8 6.2/7.0/7.5 8.9 5.5 7.0 3.0/4.1

A at X̄ 7.4 8.5 6.7 8.4

G in GX8 no gap 34–41.5 20–21.7 30.5–33.5

G in GX 34.5–36.5 no gap 30.5–33.5

FK at Ḡ 41.5 35.8 49.6 28.5 29.5 42.3 24.0
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data from the literature obtained with~110! surfaces of
GaAs, InP, and InSb crystals are included. It should be
marked that from the available experimental and theoret
data the existence of a gap between acoustic and optical
phonons in InSb cannot be concluded.36,37If there is one it is
certainly very small.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Gap phonons

Gap modes at~110! surfaces of III-V semiconductor
were found first at InP crystals.7 They are located almost in
the middle of the fundamental bulk phonon gap. Soon a
the experimental evidence,ab initio calculations revealed th
character of these vibrations.3,22 Only atoms of the topmos
surface layers are in motion. The displacement patterns s
that the topP atoms vibrate with large amplitudes. This r
sult is due to the relaxation and the large mass differe
between anions and cations. A similar situation is found w
GaP and InAs. Likewise, theory predicts surface-localiz
modes with energies almost in the middle of the respec
gaps.3,24 The presented experimental data revealed such
modes in GaP~110!. In InAs~110!, however, only atX8 and
in the second s-BZ, phonons are observed slightly above
edge of the acoustic bulk band. As explained above, str
combination losses make the detection of weak additio
features impossible.

The character of such surface phonon gap modes is es
tially determined by the difference between the large cat
massmc and the small anion massma . In the opposite case
whenma.mc , no similar gap modes are expected. Theor
ical studies on AlSb~110! and GaSb~110! surfaces revealed
that the corresponding phonon branches are located in
acoustic bulk continuum and even mix with bulk states.3 For
AlSb~110!, the experiment gives a mode very close to t
optical band edge in good agreement with the theoret
predictions. The calculated displacement pattern exhi
motions of second- and third-layer cations normal to the s
face. For GaSb~110! no surface phonons within the gap we
predicted by theory.3 This is confirmed by the experimenta
data. Therefore, the present study agrees excellently with
theoretical prediction. Gap modes appear clearly only ifma
is much smaller thanmc . If ma.mc , gap modes—if exist-
ing at all—split off from the optical bulk phonon band an
are very close to its band edge.

B. Fuchs-Kliewer phonons

FK phonons are well-characterized surface excitations
the long-wavelength limit.25 They are accompanied wit
-
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long-range electromagnetic fields. Hence, a theoretical
proach including macroscopic quantities from electrodyna
ics describes the nature of these vibrations very well.29,39The
excitation energies\vFK of the FK phonons may be deduce
from the frequenciesvTO of TO phonons by a modified
Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation,

S vFK

vTO
D 2

5
11«s

11«`
. ~2!

The quantities«s and «` denote the static and electron
dielectric constants, respectively. This equation is excelle
fulfilled for most of the infrared active dielectric material
Figure 10 demonstrates the almost 1:1 relationship betw
calculated and measured FK excitation energies for II
compound semiconductors. The calculated values were
duced from experimental data for«s , «` and vTO taken
from the literature~references in Refs. 28 and 40!.

From the microscopic point of view, one may define
force constant

FFK :5m~\vFK!2, ~3!

wherem represents the reduced mass of an anion-cation p
Such force constants of III-V compound semiconduct
were introduced earlier to find mass trends in phon
energies.2,17,20 They still depend on the lattice constants
the nearest-neighbor distancesdnn. This is shown in Fig. 11
for FK phonons. The force constant is plotted againstdnn,

FIG. 10. Excitation energies of Fuchs-Kliewer phonons of III-
semiconductors extracted from HREEL spectra and using Eq.~2!.
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both on logarithmic scales to base 10. The solid line i
linear least-squares fit to the data points. To good appr
mation, one finds

FFK}dnn
22.5⇔vFK

2 }
1

mdnn
2.5. ~4!

The error in the exponent is about60.2. TO bulk phonon
energies show a similar relation. They scale withdnn

22.260.3 as
shown in Fig. 11 as well. Obviously, the scaling rule is bet
fulfilled for FK than for TO phonons.

C. Acoustic surface phonons

From the mass dependence of sound velocities in sim
linear chain models Tu¨tüncü and Srivastava suggested th
the energies of acoustic surface phonons at the main sym
try points scale with the sum of anion and cation masse17

They checked the proposal with theoretical data obtained
using the bond-charge concept. A respective force cons
may be defined as

FA :5~ma1mc!~\vA!2. ~5!

Again, FA depends ondnn as presented in Fig. 12 for th
s-BZ pointsX̄ andX8. Data from HAS experiments4,5,8 are
also included. This method resolves the different phon
branches atX8. In Fig. 12 only the high-energy modes d
tected with HAS are considered. The least-squares
through the points in Fig. 12 give exponents of23.160.8
and 24.260.7. If one considers the elastic constants in
very simple rigid hybrid model using empirical tight bindin
parameters41 one would expect adnn

24 dependence. The val
ues found for the acoustic modes are close to that predic

V. SUMMARY

This study presents surface phonon dispersions obta
with HREELS at AlSb~110!, InAs~110!, GaP~110!, and
GaSb~110! surfaces. The acoustic surface waves are well
served in all materials. Besides, several almost flat opt

FIG. 11. Force constants, as defined in Eq.~3!, of FK surface
and TO bulk phonons of III-V semiconductors as a function of
nearest-neighbor distance.
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phonon branches are found. At AlSb~110!, at least four op-
tical surface phonons are detected. One of them is locate
the fundamental gap between optical and acoustic bulk p
non bands. It is found very close to the optical band edge
the case of GaP~110!, a couple of modes are clearly observ
in the middle and upper half of the band gap. In GaSb~110!,
only loss structures with energies within the bulk continuu
are found. The detection of microscopic phonons
InAs~110! is almost impossible due to excitation of surfa
plasmons. At the s-BZ boundary and in the second s-
some losses could be assigned to surface phonons.

The present experimental results are in excellent ag
ment with theoretical dispersion curves calculated from fi
principles. They confirm the picture deduced from theo
that pronounced gap modes in III-V~110! surfaces exist only
in cases where the cation mass is larger than the anion m
In the opposite case the gap may be even free of surf
localized states, as in case of GaSb~110!.

Together with results reported earlier, scaling rules a
chemical trends are presented for the excitation energie
FK and acoustic surface phonons demonstrating that the
namics of the III-V compounds are very similar. The ene
gies may be well approximated by the masses of anions
cations, the nearest-neighbor distances and a constant
pendent of the material.

The effect of the mass difference between anion and
ion on the existence of gap modes is also expected for z
blende II-VI semiconductor surfaces. Also cleaved surfa
of wurtzite structure semiconductors may show gap mo
that are influenced by the anion-cation mass differen
However, to verify this expectation experimental and the
retical work on these materials is certainly needed.
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FIG. 12. Force constants, as defined in Eq.~5!, of III-V surface
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